The notation is designed according to the intuition that this type is a "product" indexed by X and Y ranging over all possible types.
A key tool for the analysis of polymorphism is system F [Gir89] , which is the simply-typed X-calculus extended by quantification over type variables, as above. Models of system F do not come about easily. The impredicative nature of the definition of T , that T itself is in the range of X and Y , raises problems for the semanticist.
The two standard classes of models are the PER models [Cro93] , and the domain models [CGW89] .
Recent advances in our understanding of the nature of sequential computation were made through the paradigm of modelling term(term) application intensionally, by interaction between function and argument. Interaction occurs by the repeated exchange of basic data "tokens" (for example natural numbers, booleans, and requests for data). Thus higher-order functions do not necessarily have instant access to the full information of the whole graph of an argument function f : information can be obtained only by testing the input-output behaviour of f, as a "black box". This approach forms the basis of game semantics, and has led to many good results, for example the solution of the long-standing full abstraction problem for PCF [AJM94, H094, Nic941. In this paper we present a games model for system F . A games model for polymorphism was presented in [Abr95] . The new concept in our approach is that we model not only term(term) application intensionally, but also term(type) application; interaction occurs not only through the communication of basic data tokens, but also by the direct exchange of types themselves. A type is modelled as a (first-order) polymorphic arena, the analogue for system F of the computational arena of Hyland and Ong for PCF [H094I1.
We then define a second-order polymorphic arena, an arena which has first-order polymorphic arenas as moves. The HO notion of a justified sequence of moves is enriched to a structure which we call a located sequence. Instead of the whole justified sequence being inside one particular arena, each move is located in a digerent arena.
We use a special control move *, called the ini-.
tialising move, to open a new first-order thread of play inside one of the previous second-order moves of the sequence.
Our main result is that every strategy o of the games model IF defines a normal form s r , whose interpretation is U , This provides us with a very precise non-syntactic characterisation of system F .
The model of system F obtained is a very specific applicaton of the hierarchical framework outlined above. In the conclusion we outline briefly a programme of research based on these techniques through which we may in the future be able to reach every vertex of the A-cube [Bar84].
Syntax of system F
We fix the notation of system F . Types are generated by
where X ranges over a countably infinite set of type variables. Raw terms are generated by
where x is any term variable, and T is any type. See [Cro93] for further details of the language.
Games
We consider alternating, two-player games between P (think of Player, Program, or System) and ' In future we abbreviate this reference to "HO". 
E,.
The structure is required to satisfy the following conditions: J 1. Causality. Justification points backwards in time: x o s y only if x <, y.
J2.

J3.
P goes first. If z is the first event in s then pl,(z) = P.
Alternating play. The players take turns, and justification has to point to an event associated with the opposite player: Define a winning sequence to be a legal sequence which is prefix-maximal in LG and in which P performed the last action, and a winning strategy to be a partial strategy that is the prefixclosure of a set of winning sequences. One way to specify the set of legal sequences of a game is to enforce a particular causal relationship between the actions. An arena is a pair ( ActA, t-A ) where ActA is a set of actions and F A , the enabling relation of A, is a binary relation between Act + {*} and Act which forms a tree on Act + {*}, in other words such that for each a E Act there exists a unique finite path *F ... Any non-empty A-sequence necessarily begins with an unjustified initialising action by P. An
LG consists only of A-sequences.
The next section highlights how the structures defined so far relate to previous work on game semantics, and can skipped by a reader steering a direct course for system F .
Relationship with HO-games
A justified sequence s is a P-view if justification by 0 is only ever to the immediately preceding P-event. Define the P-view game on an arena A to be the maximal A-game whose set of legal sequences consists only of P-views, and in which there is at most one occurrence of the initialising action *. Define a starting strategy to be a partial strategy in which P successfully performs his first * action, i.e. which is not equal to the singleton set consisting of the empty sequence.
Proposition 1 (HO-correspondence.) Starting strategies on P-view games correspond to innocent strategies on answer-free HO-arenas.
The proof is trivial: actions correspond to questions, and given a legal sequence on a P-view game, delete the P-action * from the front in order to obtain an HO-P-view.
A universe of actions is a set U such that U + U L) U and U x U v U. Let and b k>a. We write bi for (b,i).
A selection of polymorphic arenas are shown in Figure 1 . If non-zero, the arity of an action is placed to its left; the reference is placed in brackets to the right. We take A, B , C, . . . to range over polymorphic arenas, and the set of polymorphic arenas on U is denoted PA(U). Take the judgement n t A to mean that i 5 n for each reference *i of A , in which case we say A is in context n.
(The overloading of the symbol I-should not cause any confusion.)
A second-order polymorphic arena A over the universe U is a polymorphic arena on the universe lPA(U). We take P, &, 72.. . to range over second-order polymorphic arenas, and the set IPA(PA(U)) of second-order polymorphic arenas over U will be abbreviated to PA"(U). setting the location of each event.
/ \
The structure is required to satisfy the following conditions:
L1.
L2 * L3.
L4.
Events are well-located: for all events x" of s, we have Q E ActloCd(aP) + {*}. will be required later). P obliges with an initial 1-action a inside A. Justifying back to the original thread of play inside the 2-arena P , 0 continues with the 2-action I . Now P forces 0 to play an initial 1-action in E by locating the initialising move * in E, a previous 2-action in the sequence.
And so on. Note that the 1-action a occurs both as a P-action and as an 0-action, and located inside two different arenas.
We end this section with a relationship between the enabling structure of a 1-arena and the justification structure of a located sequence. 5 Games for system F We shall require only one particular 2-arena, a "flat" 2-arena with actions the set of all Dolvmor-
A "
Define E to be a l-event Or a phic arenas. We denote this 2-arena by K, for according as the location of x is a 1-arena or a 2-arena.
ltKind77, as its elements are tttypesn:
A typical located sequence is depicted below. 
P P P A A P E E Q Q
The first action is by P, initialising the 2-arena P which was pictured above. This forces 0 to play an initial action in P , and she chooses the 2-action A, a 1-arena. P continues inside P by responding to A with the 1-arena E. Now 0 initialises the 1-arena A, which occurred earlier as a 2-action in the sequence (the restriction to a previous 2-action is not a consequence of the conditions above, but
Whenever a player performs a 1-event xa with arity n (i.e. the arity of a is n inside the location 1-arena of x) it will be followed by 2n actions located in IC. Because of condition L4 and the fact that IC is flat, this means we are forced to "import" n new 1-arenas which may become initialised in the future:
... We will be considering only P-views as the projection used later for interaction is quite complex. Furthermore it is easier to extract definability from a standard notion of strategy on a P-view rather than the corresponding notion of a "second-order" innocent strategy on the total view (compare with Proposition 1). The component additional to HO-projection is that the collapse to a P-view involves the uniformity or typeindependence associated with polymorphism: P has to proceed without the knowledge of which particular 1-arenas A were imported by 0 as 2-events located in 1c. In system F there is a dependency of terms on types, in other words a dependency of firstborder entities on second-order entities. The corresponding relationship in a located sequence is achieved via a pointer from 1-events to previous 2-events.
This will regulate the way in which new locations become initialised during the game. Finally P is constrained by a form of "copy-cat" condition. This is a healthiness condition required for composition to work. (Not to be confused with the notion of a copy-cat strategy, which occurs much in the literature of game semantics. It is a condition on the pointer mentioned above.)
Conditions on located sequences
We specify eight conditions on a located sequence s that will be required in order to model system F. 
F6.
Locations. Let A be the location of the first 1-event x* of s. Then every 1-event of s is located either in A or in the 2-action associated with an earlier 2-event.
The following is the formalisation of the dependency of 1-events on 2-events as motivated in the informal discussion. Let xa be a 1-event of s located inside the 1-arena A, and suppose it is not the last 1-event of s. Let q = refA(a), the reference of the action a inside A. n scope of the definition of section 3.1. 
Examples
The game associated with a 1-arena in context
Given a 1-arena in context n I -A, let start(A, n) be the located sequence consisting of 2n actions located in IC followed by the initialisation of A: We examine some play on the 1-arenas depicted in Figure 1 and consider the winning strategies available on each. Below are the system F encodings of the interpreted types:
The game G ( [[ unit 1 , 0) . The only possible action is the initialisation of the game by P. Thus there is a unique winning strategy.
The game G([Emp],O).
This time 0 has the action a to continue with after the initialisation. Since the arity of a is 1, by condition F2 there must follow two actions inside IC. Since P cannot respond after this there are no winning strategies. (F7 forces him to play a justified move: he cannot justify from a because there is no action below a in the tree; he cannot justify from ? because IC is flat) .
The game G(I[SgZ],O). The first four moves are as for [ E m p ] . This time P can justify back
to the original thread of play inside [ SgZ 1, playing c. The game is over, as there are no more actions beneath c(a1) in the tree and F7 forces 0 to play a justified move. Thus there is precisely one total strategy for P. The copy-cat condition F8 is satisfied as the 2-reference of P's action c is the fourth event, the same 2-reference as 0 ' s (most recent and only) 1-action a. Bool + Bod, and so we finally get to witness the full second-order machinery of "types as moves". We consider the interpretation of one particular system F encoding of the not function, 
The game G([Bool],O). This game is just like G([SgZ],O) but for the fact that
not = XbBoo'.bBoolfft.
Structure on IPA(U)
We define the product A x B , function space A+B, universal quantification Vn(A), and substitution of l-arenas, and an equivalence of l-arenas "up to renaming of actions", but since this labelled graph is not a tree, we make a separate copy of A underneath each of the initial actions of B. Thus we change ActA;SB to be ACtA x I + ACtB, where I is the set of initial actions of B , and duplicate the enabling and labelling structure accordingly. See HO for a similar construction.
Universal quantification. Given n 2 0 and n + l I -A the l-arena n kV,(A) is obtained by incrementing the arity of each initial vertex of A to "create a new hole", and then "binding" every occurrence of the reference **+I. For a E ACtA let Zi be the unique initial action lying on the path from * to a, and define ma = arA(6) + 1. 
ACtVn (A)
=
If loc,(si) = Aj then ej(act,(si)) = actt(ti).
This induces an equivalence on strategies in the natural way.
Substitution.
We define substitution of 1-arenas for references *i of 1-arenas. It is easiest just to poach the definition of substitution from the type syntax: This structure provides an interpretation of system F as detailed in [Pho] . We now present a lemma which will help us to construct our model
IF.
The proof is by structural induction on normal forms.
Lemma 4 Every normal form is interpreted in G as a winning strategy.
The proof of the theorem below is similar in flavour to the HO definability proof. 
Proof:
By recursion on the size of U (our games are finitely branching at O-moves, so winning strategies are finite, by Konig's Lemma). If We construct an arena A' such that there is By the 1-1 correspondence stated above, U on the rest of A determines a winning strategy U' on A', which is equivalent to a strategy aij on each of the l-arenas (C J Fij). Since U' is strictly smaller than U , by the induction hypothesis we have normal forms sij defined by the U;.
We now define the term so. The verification that the interpretation of so is U comes from within the proof of Lemma 2.
Finally, in the case that A has more than one initial action, we take the terms that are generated by restriction of U to each of the components, and then form the appropriate ( , )-pairings of these terms that correspond to the product type A as defined in Lemma 3. 0 Now we define F as the subcategory of G obtained by reducing the hom-sets in the fibres to the winning strategies. To show that the composition of winning strategies is winning, we lift them to System F (Theorem), sequentially compose the terms, normalise, and reinterpret back into the model (Lemma 4).
Conclusions and future research
Below is the equational theory on types induced by the model. In addition to the commutativity and associativity of product, we have: It would be interesting to investigate the equational theory induced on terms. Other topics include looking at the parametricity properties of the model, giving a direct proof of compositionality of winning strategies, and seeing if there is any way of deriving the copy-cat condition from a more general notion of game, instead of enforcing it.
Below we list work in progress that has stemmed from this model:
. 0 Can we model dependent types with a dual version of 2-reference which relates 2-arenas back to previous 1-arenas?
0 In order to model system F using our hierarchy we required only the use of one particular 2-arena, the "flat" arena ic. Can we obtain applicative structure at second order by allowing arbitrary 2-arenas, so that we can model higher-order polymorphism?
0 What can be gained from iterating the hierarchy to obtian IPAn(U), and allowing referencing between nth-order and (n + l)th-order actions/arenas?
The long-term objective is to try and adapt the modelling techniques used in this paper to conquer every vertex of the A-cube [Bar84].
